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2011ࣱ˖ڍᤈѢԯᩏᛠሶᤈК᭦᮲ᬖክူͳጆतḞʿᓡ൛፝þʽᬋÿҸܿḞࣱళ
ʿᓡ൛ည˝0.64%ǌ
ʶǋ ҪुڍѾ᮲ᬖଌǌڙӑ᭣˖ˋኍڠӜԦၶҮᕤՐᤳըҮ˿Ԧ͇̂ःপ҃Ḟበ
˃᫂ᮖ࠭࠴ጷ҃߿᮲ᬖଌழḞԢௐԦ࣊ڍѾ᮲ᬖᮔࣲᤈᛠܲ᮲ᬖଅಉḞథԦၶܷ᧗ځ
ڍѾ᮲ᬖ͇̂Ꮺ̖ၶᄉʿᓡ൛ǌ
̃ǋ ߸ؒՐክူ҃ऎǌҪुζᮉᄫುክူḞ۲ఴࠃဗ˿ುಕэӐǋፑʶӐǋᔴ
Ӑǌុஞ˖᫁య൛ᤆ൛ழयḞːଌڠழஊउᚷᠪࣰԻ൛᮲ᬖǌҪܷ˿ဗڣಉҦऎḞ۲ఴࠃ
ဗ˿ܑܰᮉᄫဗڣಉКᄥǌ
ʻǋ Ҫु൛᧙Үখᄢǋѫౡ֖ᮔǌुӐ̊ጞѫዜክူḞҪܷࠪൣ࣡ǋСซዜࣱ֖Ю
ҁయᮉᄫᄉᄢଌҦऎḞ࠱᮲ᬖ๖ᬓڙᖯᔎ࿃খǌҪुՉዜ᮲ᬖଅಉ֖ѫౡḞܪؒݯᎵՉዜԦ᮲
ᬖḞሤӐᝌʿᓡ൛ǌ
ٽǋ ܲழͮुӐ᮲ᬖክଌǌ࿓҃ऎत֖ᖿࠃḞҮतበፑʶǋᔴᄉ҃ऎͳጆˀˉҫึ
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In 2011, the Bank continued to work on the build-up of a comprehensive risk management
mechanism. Non-performing loans continued to decline and the year-end NPL ratio was 0.64%.
First, the Bank intensified the prevention and control of country risks. An emergency response
mechanism was launched immediately after disturbances occurred in North Africa and the Middle
East. A leading group was set up to formulate risk prevention and control schemes. Country risk
alerts were announced in a timely manner and risk reviews were conducted. As a result, no NPL
was caused by major country risk events.
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Second, the Bank strengthened its post-loan management. The management of project archives
was strengthened under unified and standard regulations. The repayment process of medium and
long term loans was adjusted to allow stricter control of risks related to local government financing
vehicles. On-site inspection was intensified, covering basically all overseas projects.
Third, the Bank strengthened dynamic monitoring, analysis and warning of loan quality
problems. In order to nip risks in the bud, the five-level classification scheme was strengthened
and more attention was given to monitoring “normal” and “warning” projects and projects to mature
before year-end. Various risk reviews were conducted and efforts were made to properly handle
emergency risks and actively avoid NPL.
Fourth, the Bank found various approaches to strengthen risk management and control.
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Special attention was given to the setup and implementation of risk management regulations. As
a result, unified and standard regulations and business process mechanisms were established.
Management of operational risks was highlighted with the launch of an on-line operational risk
monitoring and reporting system and the compilation of selected cases. Continued efforts were
made to strengthen anti-money laundering to guard against such cases. Off-site and on-site audit
were combined to look for weak links in operations and management. Relevant rectification
measures were intensified. A legal risk prevention and control mechanism was gradually established
and is playing a bigger role in supporting business development and ensuring risk mitigation.
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